
Singapore’s largest multi-storey 
escape room attraction, covering 13 
rooms across four themed chapters 
intertwined in one story. Unravel the 

story and get drawn into the 
mysteries!

Black Lake Facility

ATTRACTIONS TOURS TICKETS

Featuring cutting-edge projection 
mapping technology, gear up with 

your family and friends at the laser tag 
arena for an immersive adventure and 

feel the adrenaline rush!

Black Lake Laser Battlefield
Take a break and rent our pedal 

boats for a leisure and scenic ride 
around the Discovery Lake! Pedal 

boats are available for 2 to 4 
persons per boat.

Pedal Boat

Aim, Squeeze and Fire! 
Battle it out with your friends 

at Singapore’s first 
multi-tiered Paintball arena! 

Crossfire Paintball
Overlooking the picturesque view of the 

Discovery Lake featuring over 600 floating 
solar panels and a water fountain, enjoy  a 
tantalising feast of local tze-char dishes at 

Bottle Tree Cafe Restaurant!

Bottle Tree Cafe Restaurant
Get your crafty fingers ready and 

join us at the Play Ground for some 
DIY crafts to bring home!

Play Ground

The XD Theatre, boasting advanced 
technology in 4D simulation rides, 

introduces three thrilling new films: 
Sky Hunt 4D, Pinocchio and Dino 

Safari 2.

XD Theatre

Equipped with a five-storey high 
screen, this 344-seater theatre 

invites you to a truly cinematic and 
realistic sensory experience.

iWERKS Theatre

36 4140

Discover a wide range of fun 
and exhilirating activities as 
you take on a journey to 
explore the Singapore Story 
with Singapore Discovery 
Centre! Book your tickets now!

Scan the QR code or visit 
www.sdc.com.sg/shop 
to book now!

Enjoy exclusive discounts on 
attraction tickets, retail 
merchandise, food and more 
with our Family Explorers or 
Adventurer Membership!

Scan the QR code or visit 
www.sdc.com.sg/be-a-member
to sign up now!

Passionate about certain 
causes that are significant to 
our Singapore Story?

Join us as a volunteer on our 
brand-new volunteerism 
initiative, Friends of SDC.

Scan the QR code or visit 
www.sdc.com.sg/fosdc 
to sign up now!

info@sdc.com.sg

(65) 6792 6188

www.sdc.com.sg

@SingaporeDiscoveryCentre Leave us a review

CONTACT US

MEMBERSHIP

FRIENDS OF SDC

Hop onto our SAFTI MI bus for an 
exclusive tour around the 88-hectare 

training ground for o�cers-to-be.

SAFTI MI Bus Tour
Embark on a guided tour with us, listen to 
the stories of our Singapore Story Guides 
and share with us your own, so that we 

may understand Singapore better through 
lively conversations with you.

PEG Guided Tour
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Eco-sustainability TourDefence Tour
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Teleport yourself into the Singapore digital collective. 
Scan the QR code displayed at various touchpoints to 

try out the new augmented reality (AR) feature!

mySDC APP

Journey through some of the key 
historical events that have 

shaped our defence strategy 
through the years.

Defence Through The Ages Guided Tour

Get transported back to 1942 and 
learn about life during the 

Japanese Occupation.

When It Was Syonan-to Dramatised Tour

Enjoy a fully sensorial experience 
where you plant microgreens and 

make a cup of aromatic lemongrass 
butterfly pea tea.

Living Green Eco Tour

Join our Friends of SDC volunteers on a 
short walk to explore the solar panel 

installation & urban garden.

One Planet, One Home Eco Tour 

Immerse in AR as you travel 
back in time and experience 
the Singapore Story from a 
di�erent perspective.

Engage in a gamified 
experience as you walk 
around the centre.

Currently Unavailable

Follow the dynamic currents of sand into the Sandbox, where you will be greeted by an immersive adventure.
Begin your journey through the multi-faceted, present-day Singapore that invites you to imagine our future together.

Set sail on the visual journey from 
our beginnings as a thriving 

maritime emporium to a British 
colonial port.

The Beginnings

Step into an all new immersive and interactive journey of The Singapore Story. Explore and be intrigued by new 
perspectives of key moments in our nation’s past through the use of enhanced technology such as Augmented Reality (AR).

HIGHLIGHTS - THROUGH THE LENS OF TIME

Encounter the devastating impact 
of war through the horrors and 

su�erings the populace 
experienced.

Enduring Scars of War 
Uncover the widespread and 

persistent acts of sabotage that hit 
our shores during Konfrontasi.

Relentless Sabotage 

Journey through the momentous era 
that was lit with Singapore’s drive 

for sovereignty.

The Road to 
Independence 

Experience the harrowing ordeal of 
one of the worst civil disasters in our 
history through the lens of those at 

the scene.

The 1983 Cable
Car Tragedy Grab the mic and step into the role 

of a reporter. Discover new titbits 
from key moments in Singapore’s 

development over the years.

Our Milestones
Through the eyes of a young girl, 

experience the atrocities of the war 
and life under extraordinary and 
challenging circumstances in this 

short film.

Days of Darkness 

Gain a deeper understanding of the 
tenacity and resilience displayed by 

our resistance forces, against the 
backdrop of the Japanese 
Occupation of Singapore.

Resistance and 
Resilience 
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Glimpse into how you can shape, 
discover, experiment and make 
an imprint on our present and 

future in this short film.

Shifting Sands
Discover 30 multi-sensory stories and 
explore how resilience, adaptability 

and foresight are crucial as our 
nation stays vigilant in our fight 

against evolving threats.

Strength of Our Nation
Experience a hybrid threat within 
an immersive environment, where 

you step into the shoes of an 
individual, a community volunteer 

and a task force leader. 

Crisis!
Explore issues close to our hearts as 
the gallery delves intoshared values 
and common spaces that bind us, 

define us, and inspire us, as 
Singaporeans and as a nation. 

Our People, Our Home

Chart Singapore’s path to a resilient 
future in a creative and sustainable 

manner by playing this larger-than-life 
game that highlights the themes of 

megatrends and sustainability.

Trends!
Create an avatar in this 3D animated 

game projected on a spectacular 
glowing globe and become a part of a 

growing community.

SDCity
Be part of a team of key 

decision-makers and devise strategies 
to counter complex threats, like 

geo-strategic conflicts, as well as virus 
and disaster outbreaks.

Situation Room
Enter a futuristic battle command 

centre and work collaboratively in a 
co-op simulation game to defend 

against threats from land, air, and sea!

Battlefield Command
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Sandbox Entrance

Particles of Change

Shifting Sands

Why Me?

Strength of Our Nation

Situation Room

Training Days

A New Way to Defend

Battlefield Command

Crisis!

The Ties that Bind

Our People, Our Home

Spirit of Enterprise

Onward to Our Future

Trends!

Archetype Me

Archetype SG

SDCity

X-Lab

Wall of Wonders

Finding Common Ground

The Interchange
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SANDBOX

Through the Lens of Time Entrance

The Beginnings

Enduring Scars of War 

Days of Darkness 

Resistance and Resilience

Undying Valour 

Head-To-Head 

Relentless Sabotage 

The Road to Independence 

The 1983 Cable Car Tragedy

Rescue Mission

Our Milestones 
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THROUGH THE
LENS OF TIME

SERVICES &
FACILITIES

ATTRACTIONS
XD Theatre

Black Lake Facility

iWERKS Theatre

Play Ground

SAFTI MI Bus Tour

Pedal Boat

Black Lake Laser Battlefield

Urban Garden 1

Urban Garden 2

Crossfire Paintball 
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OTHERS
Bottle Tree Cafe Restaurant

Discovery Hall

Classroom 1 - Loyalty 

Classroom 2 - Confidence

Classroom 3 - Unity

shop@SDC

Ticketing Counter

Function Room

The Lounge

Concourse

Bandstand at Discovery Lake

Discovery Land

Survival Village 

AR Media Wall
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Restrooms

Wheelchair-accessible Toilet

Nursing Room

Automated External Defibrillator (AED)

First Aid Room


